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Abstract. This paper proposes a formalism for reasoning about distributed
object-oriented computations. The formalism is an extension of Milner’s CCS
with the notion of local time. It allows to describe and analyze both locally
temporal and behavioral properties of distributed objects and interactions a-
mong them. We introduce timed bisimulations with respect to local time. These
bisimulations equate distributed objects if and only if their behaviors are com-
pletely matched and their timings are within a given bound. The bisimulations
provide a method to verify distributed objects with temporal uncertainties and
real-time objects with non-strict time constraints.

1 Introduction

Distributed systems consist of more than one processor loosely coupled by commu-
nication networks with inherent delay1. The notion of concurrent object-oriented
computation [25] is considered as a powerful means to design and develop distributed
systems. This is because objects are logically self-contained active entities interacting
with one another through message passing. Recently, many programming languages
for distributed systems were developed based on this notion [1, 22].

Communication delay is the most featuring characteristic of distributed systems.
It prevents objects from sharing a global clock among all processors. Many distribut-
ed systems need real-time facilities to manage time critical responses and interactions
with the real world. These facilities have to be materialized by clocks on local pro-
cessors instead of the shared global clock. However, such clocks can never run at the
same rate. Relative differences among clocks that cannot be ignored may lead coop-
erations among local processors to failure. In order to develop correct programs for
distributed systems, we must take this problem into consideration. Hence, we need a
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1Geographical distance between processors manifests in communication delay.



theoretical model for describing and analyzing both locally temporal properties and
functionally behavioral properties of distributed object-oriented computing.

A number of computing models for describing and verifying distributed systems
have been proposed based on temporal logic, automata, and process calculi. However,
most of them are intended to model only behavioral aspects in distributed computing
and thus lack in the ability of representing temporal properties. Others can manage
only temporal properties based on the global time which cannot be essentially realized
in distributed systems. Consequently, they can not model the notion of local time in
distributed systems. In the fields of artificial intelligence and real-time systems, some
logical systems to deal with different time scales have been proposed in [4, 7, 16].
However they cannot sufficiently model time based on local clocks which may drift in
distributed systems. Also, some researchers have explored methods for agreement on
processes’ time by using clock synchronization [10, 13] and for maintaining local time
based on causality by using time-stamps [9, 12]. However the former methods cannot
cope with systems where communication delay is unpredictable. The latter methods
lose real-time duration between events.

The goal of this paper is to develop a formalism for reasoning about distribut-
ed object-oriented computations, in particular, local time properties in computation.
The formalism is based on an existing process calculus, CCS [14]. This is because CCS
allows us to easily model many features of concurrent objects by means of its pow-
erful expressive capabilities [8, 18]. For example, objects can be viewed as processes;
interactions among objects can be seen as communications; and encapsulation can be
modeled by the restriction of visible communications. However, CCS essentially lacks
in the notion of local time and thus we need to extend CCS with it. Indeed the authors
introduced a timed extended process calculus, called RtCCS, for real-time concurrent
(but non-distributed) object-oriented computing in an earlier paper [21]. RtCCS is
an extension of CCS [14] with timeout operator and timed observation equivalences.
The extensions make RtCCS unique among other timed process calculi [5, 6, 15, 17].
However, the extensions are based on the global time and thus RtCCS, like other
timed calculi, cannot represent the notion of local time in distributed systems. In
this paper, we develop a process calculus called DtCCS (Distributed timed Calculus
of Communication Systems), by extending CCS with the notion of local time in order
to explicitly describe and analyze both temporal properties based on local time and
behavioral properties in distributed object-oriented computing2. Based on DtCCS,
we furthermore develop theoretical proof techniques for distributed objects.

The organization of this paper is as follows: in the next section, we first informally
introduce our approach to extend CCS with the notion of local time. Section 3
defines the syntax and the semantics of DtCCS and then presents how to describe
distributed objects along with some examples in DtCCS. In Section 4 we present
timed bisimulations based on local time and study their basic theoretical properties,
and then we present some examples to demonstrate the usefulness of our formalism.
The final section contains some concluding remarks and future works.

2There have indeed been some process calculi for distributed computing [2, 3, 11] but they are
extensions of CCS with the concept of process locations and not local time.



2 Basic Framework

In this section, we present a brief introduction to our formalism.

Time in Distributed Computing

Before giving an exposition of our formalism, we first present the basic idea for mod-
eling local time. If relative motion of all processors is negligible, from Einstein’s
Relativity, the passage of physical time in every processor elapses at the same rate.
On the other hand, each local clock progresses at its own rate. Clock rates are differ-
ent from each other and these rate may vary within a certain bound. Hence, we can
envisage local clocks as follows: each actual local clock reads its own current time by
translating the passage of the global time into its own time coordinate according to its
own measurement rate. Therefore, local times which are measured by different clocks
may be different from one another, although the clocks share the same global time.
Summarizing this discussion, we give the following two basic assumptions on time in
distributed computing: (1) all processors in a distributed system share the conceptual
global time, and (2) the local clock of each processor measures the global time according
to its own time unit and precision. We will hereafter call a clock running at a given
constant rate as a constant clock, and call a clock running at a dynamically drifting
rate within a given bound as a variable clock.

Extensions of CCS

According to the above assumptions, we develop a formalism for reasoning about
behavioral and temporal properties of distributed objects by using a language based
on CCS. In order to represent the temporal properties of distributed systems, we need
to extend CCS with the ability of representing local time properties in distributed
systems. To do this, we introduce three temporal primitives: timed behavior, global
time, and local clock. We briefly summarize these extensions3 as follows:

• Timed Behavior. The behavior of distributed systems is dependent on the
passage of time, such as delaying process and timeout handling. Particularly,
in distributed systems timeout handling is a crucial part for failure detection
in communication network and other processors. Therefore, we introduce a
special binary operator having the semantics of timeout handling, written as
〈 , 〉t, and called a timeout operator. For instance, 〈P, Q〉t behaves as P if P
can execute an initial transition within t units of time, and behaves as Q if P
does not perform any action within t units of time.

• Global Time. We assume that all processors share the conceptual global time.
The passage of the global time is represented as a special action. The action is a
synchronous broadcast message over all objects and corresponds to the passage
of one unit of the global time. It is described as a

√
, called a tick action. Please

note that, in our formalism, the existence of the global time does not implies
the existence of an actual global clock: it only provides the time that each local
clock may measure.

3The extensions, except for local clock, are essentially equivalent to ones in RtCCS in [21].



• Local Clock. Local clocks are given as special mappings from time instants on
local time into corresponding time instants on the global time, according to its
own time unit and precision. The mapping defines how many time instants on
the global time corresponds to the length of one time unit in the local time.
Conversely, local time on each processor is given as a collection of all the time
instants which can be translated into the global time by the mapping. In order
to represent a variable clock, the clock may be given as a non-deterministic
mapping.

In our calculus, descriptions of objects with respect to local times are translated into
ones in the global time. The descriptions are interpreted based only on the global time.
Thus, we obtain a uniform way to easily analyze distributed objects with their own
local times. As a result, we can use many pleasant properties of timed process calculi
based on global time, including the proof techniques of RtCCS presented in [21]. The
translation maps time values with respect to local time in the descriptions into values
with respect to the global time. Our method of interpreting the descriptions on local
time may seem to be similar to that of [4, 16]. However, the latter is intended to deal
with different time scales in specification and cannot sufficiently model time based on
variable clocks in distributed systems.

3 Definition

This section first presents the basic definitions for time related notations and then
defines the syntax and the semantics of the calculus.

3.1 Time Domain

In our formalism, time is represented as a time domain composed of time instants.
An instant represents a time interval from an initial time and we restrict the instants
to be discrete, instead of continuous. Each time domain corresponds to a local time
measured by one local clock. We assume a special time domain which is a finest and
absolute reference time basis for all local times and is called the global time domain.

Definition 3.1 Let T denote the set of the positive integers including 0. We call
T a time domain.

T ≡ N ∪ {0} where N is a set of natural numbers.

Especially, the global time domain is denoted as TG. ut

All occurrences of any instant times on local time domains correspond to instant times
in the global time domain. The linkage between a local time domain and the global
time domain is given as the following mapping.

Definition 3.2 Let T` be a local time domain and δmin, δmax ∈ TG : 0 < δmin ≤ δmax.
A clock mapping θ : T` → TG is defined as follows: for all t ∈ T`,

θ(t)
def
=

{
0 if t = 0
θ(t − 1) + δ if t > 0 where δ ∈ { d ∈ TG | δmin ≤ d ≤ δmax}



where we call θ a clock mapping, or simply a clock. We let {θ(t)} denote { tG | ∀tG ∈
TG : tG = θ(t)}. Particularly, if δmin = δmax, we call θ a constant clock and hereafter

will sometimes abbreviate the definition of θ as θ(t)
def
= δt. ut

In above definition, δ corresponds to the interval of one time unit on the local time
domain according to the global time domain. δmin is the lower bound of that interval
and δmax the upper bound of that interval. Also {θ(t)} means the set of the whole
time values can be evaluated in θ(t).

We present some examples of clock mappings.

Example 3.3 Examples of clock mappings

(1) The clock mapping of a constant clock whose time units is three units of the

global time, is denoted as follows: θ(t)
def
= 3t.

(2) The clock mapping of a variable clock whose time unit varies from two to four
units of the global time is given as follows:

θ(t)
def
=

{
0 if t = 0
θ(t − 1) + δ if t > 0 where δ ∈ {2, 3, 4}

ut

As previously mentioned, time is discrete in the calculus. Therefore, if an event is
executed between two consecutive time instants, we say that the event occurs at the
earlier time instant. Also, if two or more events occur between two consecutive time
instants, we say that the events occur at the same time.

Here, we present the inverse of clock mapping. It maps a time instant on global time
into the coordinates of local time.

Definition 3.4 The inverse mapping of θ: T` → TG is defined as follows:

{θ−1(tG)} def
= { t | ∀t ∈ T` : min {θ(t)} ≤ tG < max {θ(t + 1)} }

where tG ∈ TG. ut

To demonstrate how θ−1(t) works, we show an inverse mappings.

Example 3.5 Examples of clock inverse mappings
Recall θ in (2) of Example 3.3. We present a few of the possible results of its
inverse mapping θ−1(t) as follows: {θ−1(1)} = {0}, {θ−1(2)} = {0, 1}, {θ−1(3)} =
{0, 1}, {θ−1(4)} = {1, 2}, {θ−1(6)} = {1, 2, 3}, {θ−1(8)} = {2, 3, 4}, . . . ut

We show an alternative definition of the inverse mapping below.



Proposition 3.6 Let θ: T` → TG and φ : TG → T` be the following functions. We
have that for all tG ∈ TG: {φ(tG)} is equivalent to {θ−1(tG)}.

θ(t)
def
=

{
0 if t = 0
θ(t − 1) + δ if t > 0 where δ ∈ { d ∈ TG | δmin ≤ d ≤ δmax}

{φ(tG)} def
= { t | ∀t ∈ T` : btG/δmaxc ≤ t ≤ btG/δminc }

where δmin, δmax ∈ TG : 0 < δmin ≤ δmax. ut

Note that the definitions of the clock mapping and its inverse mapping are different
from that of usual functions in mathematics.

3.2 Notation and Syntax

Here we present the syntax of DtCCS. The syntax is an extension of Milner’s CCS
[14] by introducing a tick action, a timeout operator, and clock translation rules.

A few preliminary definitions are needed before giving the definition of the syntax.
We first define notation conventions which we will follow hereafter.

Definition 3.7

• Let A be an infinite set of communication action names, ranged over by a,b,. . ..

• Let A be the set of co-names, ranged over by a,b,. . . where an action a is the
complementary action of a, and a ≡ a.

• Let L ≡ A ∪A be a set of action labels, ranged over by `, `′, . . ..

• Let τ denote an internal action which is unobservable from the outside.

• Let √ denote a tick action which represents the passage of one time unit.

• Let Act ≡ L ∪ {τ} be the set of behavior actions, ranged over by α,β,. . ..

• Let ActT ≡ Act ∪ {√} be the set of actions, ranged over by µ, ν,. . ..
ut

In our formalism, distributed objects are described by means of expressions as defined
below. In order to clarify our exposition, we divide the expressions into two groups:
sequential expressions for describing objects on a processor (or a node) with one
local clock, and interacting expressions for describing interactions among distributed
objects following different clocks.

Definition 3.8 The set S of sequential expressions, ranged over by S, S1, S2, . . . is
the smallest set which contains the following expressions:

S ::= 0 (Terminated Process)
| X (Process Variable)
| α.S (Sequential Execution)
| S1 + S2 (Alternative Choice)
| recX : S (Recursive Definition)
| 〈S1, S2〉t (Timeout)



where t is an element of a time domain. We assume that X is always guarded 4. We

shall often use the more readable notation X
def
= S instead of recX : S. ut

Intuitively, the meaning of constructors on S are as follows: 0 represents a terminated
and deadlocked object; α.S performs an action α and then behaves like S; S1 + S2

represents an object which may behave as either S1 or S2; recX : S binds the free
occurrences of X in S; 〈S1, S2〉t represents an object such that it behaves as S1 if S1

can execute an initial transition within t time units, whereas it behaves as S2 if S1

does not perform any action within t time units.

We now define the syntax of expressions for interactions among different processors
with local clocks as shown below. We assume that [[·]]θ is a clock translation mapping
which will be defined later. It allows sequential expressions following a local clock θ
to be translated into expressions on the global time domain TG.

Definition 3.9 The set P of interacting expressions on local time, ranged over by
P, P1, P2, is defined by the following grammar:

P ::= [[S]]θ (Local Object)
| P1|P2 (Parallel Composition)
| P [f ] (Relabeling)
| P \ L (Encapsulation)

where θ is a clock mapping. We assume that f ∈ Act → Act , f(τ) = τ , and L ⊆ Act .
ut

The informal meaning of constructors of P is as follows: [[S]]θ represents a sequential
expression S executed on a processor (or a node) with a local clock θ; P1|P2 allows P1

and P2 to execute in parallel; P [f ] behaves like P but with the actions in P relabeled
by function f ; P \ L behaves like P but with actions in L ∪ L̄ prohibited.

3.3 Semantics

As we noted already, the definition of the semantics of DtCCS consists of two parts:
clock translation rules, written as [[S]]θ, which translate expressions on a local time
into expressions on the global time, and structural transition rules which define the
mean of all constructors in expressions on the global time.

Expressions on Local Time

We here define the clock translation rules [[S]]θ . We first present the key idea of the
rules. In order to translate expressions on local time into expressions on the global
time, we translate all local time values in expressions on local time into time values
on the global time. In our formalism only the deadline time of the timeout operator
corresponds to such time values. We introduce special translation rules which map
each deadline time on local clocks in expressions into deadline time based on the global
time, by using the clock mapping.

4X is guarded in S if each occurrence of X is only within some subexpressions α.S′ in S where α
is not an empty element; c.f. unguarded expressions, e.g. recX : X or recX : X + S.



Definition 3.10 Let T` be a local time domain and θ be a clock mapping from T`

to TG. The clock translation rule [[·]]θ is recursively defined by the following syntactic
rewriting rules.

[[0]]θ −⇀ 0

[[X]]θ −⇀ X

[[α.S]]θ −⇀ α.[[S]]θ′

[[S1 + S2]]θ −⇀ [[S1]]θ′ + [[S2]]θ′

[[recX : S]]θ −⇀ recX : [[S]]θ′

[[〈S1, S2〉t]]θ −⇀ 〈[[S1]]θ′ , [[S2]]θ′′〉θ′(t)

where θ′, θ′′
def
= θ such that ∀t` ∈ T` : θ′(t`) = θ(t`), θ′′(t`) + θ(t) = θ(t` + t). ut

We briefly explain the intuitive meaning of the main rules. The third rule translates
an unpredictable synchronization time for waiting for α into an unpredictable time
on the global time domain. The fourth rule shows that all alternative subsequences
in a processor share the same clock. The last rule means that the deadline time t on
local clock θ is mapped into deadline time on the global time.

We show some notable points on the above clock translation rules.

• Hereafter we will often omit the −⇀ translation if it is understood from the
context.

• By the definition of P, expressions applicable to [[·]]θ are restricted to expres-
sions in S. This means that expressions to model internal interactions, such
as concurrency and encapsulation, among objects sharing the same clock can-
not be translated into the global time by [[·]]θ. However, this restriction never
results in unavoidable difficulties in describing distributed systems. This is be-
cause any expression for interaction on the same clock can be reduced to an
equivalent sequential expression in S by using the expansion rules shown in
Corollary 1 and Proposition 10 of [21]. Therefore, we first translate expressions
for interacting objects following the same clock into expressions in S using the
expansion rules and then we can apply [[·]]θ to the translated expressions.

Expressions on Global Time

The clock translation rules can completely eliminate all [[·]]θ from expressions in P.
Therefore, in order to define the operational semantics of DtCCS, we need to give
semantics to all syntactical constructors in P except [[·]]θ. The semantics is given in
terms of a labeled transition system [20]. The operational semantics of the language
which consists of the translated expressions on the global time, is given as a labeled
transition system 〈 P, ActT , { µ−→ | µ ∈ ActT } 〉 where

µ−→ is a transition relation

(
µ−→⊆ P ×P where P contains no constructor [[S]]θ). The definition of the semantics

is structurally given in two phases. The first phase defines the relations
α−→ for each

α ∈ Act . The inference rules determining
α−→ are given in Figure 1. This is based

on the standard operational semantics for CCS except for the addition of the timeout



α.P
α−→ P

P1
α−→ P ′

1 implies P1 + P2
α−→ P ′

1, P2 + P1
α−→ P ′

1

P1
α−→ P ′

1 implies P1|P2
α−→ P ′

1|P2, P2|P1
α−→ P2|P ′

1

P1
a−→ P ′

1, P2
ā−→ P ′

2 implies P1|P2
τ−→ P ′

1|P ′
2

P
α−→ P ′ implies P [f ]

f(α)−→ P ′[f ]

P
α−→ P ′, α /∈ L ∪ L implies P \ L

α−→ P ′ \ L

P{recX : P/X} α−→ P ′ implies recX : P
α−→ P ′

P1
α−→ P ′

1 , t > 0 implies 〈P1, P2〉t α−→ P ′
1

P2
α−→ P ′

2 implies 〈P1, P2〉0 α−→ P ′
2

Figure 1: Operational Rules of P on Global Time

0
√

−→ 0

`.P
√

−→ `.P

P1

√
−→ P ′

1, P2

√
−→ P ′

2 implies P1 + P2

√
−→ P ′

1 + P ′
2

P1

√
−→ P ′

1, P2

√
−→ P ′

2, P1|P2 6 τ−→ implies P1|P2

√
−→ P ′

1|P ′
2

P
√

−→ P ′ implies P [f ]
√

−→ P ′[f ]

P
√

−→ P ′ implies P \ L
√

−→ P ′ \ L

P{recX : P/X}
√

−→ P ′ implies recX : P
√

−→ P ′

P1

√
−→ P ′

1 , t > 0 implies 〈P1, P2〉t
√

−→ 〈P ′
1, P2〉t−1

P2

√
−→ P ′

2 implies 〈P1, P2〉0
√

−→ P ′
2

Figure 2: Temporal Rules of P on Global Time

operator. The new action
√

does not effect any rule. The second phase defines the

relation
√

−→ by inference rules given in Figure 2.

Let us give some remarks on the definition of the semantics.

• The syntax and the semantics of the translated expressions on the global time
domain essentially coincide with these of RtCCS [21]. Therefore, the translated
expressions enjoy proof techniques presented in [21] for RtCCS, such as timed
strong equivalence and timed observation equivalence.

• As previously mentioned, there have been many time extended process calculi.
The syntax and the semantics of the expressions translated into the global time
domain (i.e. RtCCS) are somewhat similar to some of them. Detail comparisons
can be found in [21].

• In DtCCS, external actions cannot be performed before their partner actions
in other objects are ready to communicate it. Objects must perform

√
actions,



while waiting for partner actions corresponding to their external actions. If
an object can perform any executable communication (including τ), it must
perform the communication immediately, instead of idling unnecessarily.

3.4 Examples on Description of Distributed Objects

In order to illustrate how to describe distributed object in DtCCS, we present some
simple examples.

Example 3.11 Interaction between distributed objects
We suppose interaction between a client and a sever object on different processors by
means of remote procedure call.

• The client object (Client ) sends a request message (req) and then waits for a
return message (ret). If the return message is not received within 6 units of
local time, then it sends the request message again.

• Upon reception of a request message (req), the server object (Server) sends a
return message (ret) after an internal execution of 5 units of local time.

These objects are denoted as follows:

Client
def
= req .〈ret .0,Client〉6

Server
def
= req .〈0, ret .Server〉5

We assume that the client and server objects are allocated to different processors.
The time unit of variable clock θc for the client varies from 4 to 6 units of the global
time. The time unit of variable clock θs for the server varies from 3 to 5 units of the
global time. θc and θs are defined as follows:

θc(t)
def
=

{
0 if t = 0
θc(t − 1) + δc if t > 0

where δc ∈ {4, 5, 6}

θs(t)
def
=

{
0 if t = 0
θs(t − 1) + δs if t > 0

where δs ∈ {3, 4, 5}

By [[·]]θ mapping rules, the client and the server are mapped on the global time
domain as shown below. From the definition of θc and θs, there are multiple results
for θc(6) ∈ {24, 25, ..36} and θs(5) ∈ {15, 16, ..25}:

[[Client ]]θc
−⇀ · · ·−⇀ req .〈ret .0, [[Client ]]θc

〉θc(6)
[[Server ]]θs

−⇀ · · ·−⇀ req .〈0, ret .[[Server ]]θs
〉θs(5)

The interaction between the objects is described as the following parallel composition:

([[Client ]]θc
|[[Server ]]θs

) \ {req , ret}

where \{req , ret} makes internal communications encapsulated from the environment.
The result of the interaction is dependent on the evaluated values of θc(6) and θs(5).
Here we show some of the possible results:



(1) In the case of θc(6) = 30 and θs(5) = 20:

([[Client ]]θc
|[[Server ]]θs

)\{req, ret}
τ−→ (〈ret .0, [[Client ]]θc

〉30|〈0, ret .[[Server ]]θs
〉20)\{req, ret}

(
√

−→)20 (〈ret .0, [[Client ]]θc
〉10|ret .[[Server ]]θs

) \ {req , ret}
τ−→ (0|[[Server ]]θs

) \ {req , ret}
(successful)

In the above case (i.e. θc(6) > θs(5)), the client can always receive the return
message before it goes into timeout.

(2) In the case of θc(6) = 24 and θs(5) = 25:

([[Client ]]θc
|[[Server ]]θs

)\{req, ret}
τ−→ (〈ret .0, [[Client ]]θc

〉24|〈0, ret .[[Server ]]θs
〉25)\{req, ret}

(
√

−→)24 ([[Client ]]θc
|〈0, ret .[[Server ]]θs

〉1) \ {req , ret}

(
√

−→)1 ([[Client ]]θc
|ret .[[Server ]]θs

) \ {req , ret}
(failure)

In the above case, the client goes into timeout before receiving a return message
ret because of θc(6) ≤ θs(5). Thus, the objects goes into a deadlock.

DtCCS allows us to analyze explicitly how the differences among local clocks affect
the result of interactions in distributed computing. ut

Note that the deadline time of the timeout operator in Server means execution steps
for handling the request in the server. θs in [[Server]]θs

represents an index on the
performance of a processor executing the server. For example, the larger δs in θs is, the
faster the processor is. The result shows that the clock translation rules [[·]]θ allows us
to represent differences among processors’ performances as well as differences among
processors’ clocks.

Example 3.12 Embedding Asynchronous Communication with Delay
We illustrate an embedding of an asynchronous communication mechanism in DtCCS.
The key idea of the embedding is to express asynchronous communication in terms
of synchronous communication and a messenger creation, i.e. asynchronous message
sending is represented by creating a process which can engage only in an input action
with the same name of the message. Note that this embedding is very similar to the
ways to express asynchronous communication developed in [8, 11].

Let ↑a.P and ↓a.P denote asynchronous sending and receiving expressions, respec-
tively. ↑a.P sends a message to the target name a and continues to execute P without
waiting the reception of the message. ↓a.P behaves like P after receiving a message
with a target name a. These expressions are encoded by expressions of DtCCS as
follows:



(1) First we describe the case we can neglect the transmission delay of the commu-
nication.

↑a.P ≡ (c.P |c.a.0) \ {c} (Asynchronous Sending)
↓a.P ≡ a.P (Receiving)

where we assume that newly introduced name c does not appear in P .

Note that ↑a .P can continue to execute P without blocking before ↑a is received
by another object.

(2) Next we take communication delay into consideration. In the above expression
c.a.0 corresponds to a communication channel for the message and thus we extend
c.a.0.

↑a.P ≡ (c.P |[[c.〈0, a.0〉1]]θd
) \ {c} (Asynchronous Sending)

θd(t)
def
=

{
0 if t = 0
θd(t − 1) + δd if t > 0

where δd ∈ { d | dmin ≤ d ≤ dmax}

where dmin and dmax correspond to the minimum and maximal delay of the trans-
mission, respectively. The multiple results of θd(1) allows us to model uncertain
delay time within a given bound (dmin ≤ d ≤ dmax).

(3) We extend the server object of Example 3.11 with asynchronous communication.

Server
def
= ↓req .〈0, ↑ret .Server〉5

We derive an expansion of Server as follows:

[[Server ]]θs
≡ req .〈0, (c.[[Server ]]θs

|c.〈0, ret .0〉θd(1)) \ {c}〉θs(5)
req−→ 〈0, (c.[[Server ]]θs

|c.〈0, ret .0〉θd(1)) \ {c}〉θs(5)

(
√

−→)θs(5) (c.[[Server ]]θs
|c.〈0, ret .0〉θd(1)) \ {c}

τ−→ ([[Server ]]θs
|〈0, ret .0〉θd(1)) \ {c}

req−→ · · ·

where θs were already defined in Example 3.11.

The server can receive the next req message while ret is being transmitted, and
thus not yet received. ut

4 Bisimulation Based on Local Time

This section defines two timed bisimulations. In the earlier paper [21], the author
provided temporally strict equivalences in which timed equivalent objects must com-
pletely match their time properties as well as their functional behaviors. However, the
temporal properties of any two distributed objects may not completely match one an-
other because local processors may not compute at exactly the same speed and local
clocks may not run at the same rate. It is natural and practical that two objects on



different processors can be treated as equivalent only if their behaviors are completely
matched and differences in their timings are within a given bound. Therefore, we
develop such equivalences by extending the notion of bisimulation [19, 14] and study
some theoretical properties of them. Hereafter we will only deal with expressions with
no occurrences of free5 process variables.

Definition 4.1 Optimistically Timed Bisimulation
A binary relation Rθ is a optimistically timed bisimulation on clock θ (θ : T` → TG) if
(P, Q) ∈ Rθ implies, for all α ∈ Act ,

(i) ∀m ∈ TG, ∀P ′: P (
√

−→)m α−→ P ′ ⊃ ∃n ∈ TG, ∃Q′: Q(
√

−→)n α−→ Q′

∧ {θ−1(m)} ∩ {θ−1(n)} 6= ∅ ∧ (P ′, Q′) ∈ Rθ.

(ii) ∀n ∈ TG, ∀Q′: Q(
√

−→)n α−→ Q′ ⊃ ∃m ∈ TG, ∃P ′: P (
√

−→)m α−→ P ′

∧ {θ−1(m)} ∩ {θ−1(n)} 6= ∅ ∧ (P ′, Q′) ∈ Rθ.

We let “∼θ” denote the largest optimistically timed bisimulation, and call P and Q

optimistically timed bisimilar if P ∼θ Q. Also if θ(t)
def
= t, we let ∼ denote ∼θ. ut

Let us describe the informal meaning of ∼θ. If P ∼θ Q, an observer following clock
θ cannot distinguish between the behavioral contents and the timings of P and Q.
Especially, when the running rate of the clock drifts, there may be measurement errors
due to the drift. The observer leaves these errors out of consideration. Therefore, ∼θ
optimistically equates the temporal properties of two objects.

Proposition 4.2 ∀S1, S2 ∈ S, S1 ∼ S2 iff [[S1]]θ ∼θ [[S2]]θ ut

This proposition shows a relationship between the optimistically timed bisimilarity
and the clock translation rules.

Next we define the pessimistic counterpart of ∼θ.

Definition 4.3 Pessimistically Timed Bisimulation
A binary relation Rθ is a pessimistically timed bisimulation on clock θ (θ : T` → TG

and ∀t ∈ T` : max{θ(t)} ≤ min{θ(t + 1)}) if (P, Q) ∈ Rθ implies, for all α ∈ Act ,

(i) ∀m ∈ TG, ∀i ∈ {θ−1(m)}, ∀P ′: P (
√

−→)m α−→ P ′ ⊃ ∃n ∈ TG, ∃Q′: Q

(
√

−→)n α−→ Q′ ∧ max{θ(i)} ≤ n < min{θ(i + 1)} ∧ (P ′, Q′) ∈ Rθ.

(ii) ∀n ∈ TG, ∀j ∈ {θ−1(n)}, ∀Q′: Q(
√

−→)n α−→ Q′ ⊃ ∃m ∈ TG, ∃P ′: P

(
√

−→)m α−→ P ′ ∧ max{θ(j)} ≤ m < min{θ(j + 1)} ∧ (P ′, Q′) ∈ Rθ.

We let “'θ” denote the largest pessimistically timed bisimulation, and call P and Q

pessimistically timed bisimilar if P 'θ Q. Also if θ(t)
def
= t, we let ' denote 'θ. ut

5An occurrence of a variable X in an expression P ∈ P is called bounded if it occurs in a
subexpression of the form recX : P ′. Otherwise it is called free.



We show the informal meaning of 'θ. If P and Q are pessimistically timed bisimilar
on θ, an observer according to clock θ cannot distinguish between their behavioral
contents and between their timings. When θ is a variable clock, there may be mea-
surement errors due to the drift of θ. The observer in 'θ takes these errors into con-
sideration and equates only objects whose temporal and behavioral properties cannot
constantly be distinguished by the observer, regardless of whether the errors affect
the measurement result of θ or not. Hence, 'θ pessimistically equates the temporal
properties of two objects.

Since 'θ is a particular instance of ∼θ, we have the following relationship between
∼θ and 'θ

Proposition 4.4 ∀P1, P2 ∈ P, If P1 'θ P2, then P1 ∼θ P2. ut

The above proposition shows that 'θ is more strict than ∼θ. Another interesting
fact is that ∼θ coincides with 'θ if clock θ is a constant clock.

We show some useful relations for proving substitutability between two distributed
objects.

Proposition 4.5 ∀P1, P2 ∈ P : P1 ∼θ P2, ∀Q ∈ P such that Q ∈ P contains no
timeout operator.

(1) α.P1 ∼θ α.P2 (2) P1 + Q ∼θ P2 + Q
(3) P1 \ L ∼θ P2 \ L (4) P1[f ] ∼θ P2[f ]
(5) P1|Q ∼θ P2|Q

where the same results holds for 'θ. ut

Since distributed object-oriented computing is based on interaction among objects
executing concurrently, the following substitutability for parallel composition provides
a method to verify interactions among distributed objects.

Proposition 4.6 ∀P1, P2 ∈ P, ∀S ∈ S, If P1 'θ P2, then P1|[[S]]θ ∼θ P2|[[S]]θ ut

This proposition shows that if an object according a clock θ interacts with one of two
objects which cannot be distinguished by an observer following the same clock θ, the
object itself cannot notice any difference in its interactions with either object.

Preorder on Clocks

It is well known that any actual clocks are different in their measurement unit and
precision. Based on such unit and precision, we here formulate some order relations
over local clocks and further study interesting relationships between the preorders and
the timed bisimulations.

We define order relations over clock functions.

Definition 4.7 Let T1, T2, T` be local time domains,



(i) Granularity Preorder Let θ1 : T1 → TG and θ2 : T2 → TG.
If ∀t2 ∈ T2, ∃t1 ∈ T1 : {θ1(t1)} = {θ2(t2)}, then θ1 is finer than θ2, written
as θ1 ≤ θ2.

(ii) Precision Preorder Let θ1 : T` → TG, and θ2 : T` → TG.
If ∀t` ∈ T` : {θ1(t`)} ⊆ {θ2(t`)}, then θ1 is more precise than θ2, written as
θ1 v θ2.

ut
Intuitively, θ1 ≤ θ2 means that one time unit of θ2 corresponds to more than one time
unit of θ1. θ1 v θ2 means that θ2 is less accurate than θ1.

Proposition 4.8 ≤ and v are preorder relations. ut

We here show relationships between ≤ and timed bisimilarities.

Proposition 4.9 ∀P1, P2 ∈ P, θ1 ≤ θ2, then

(1) If P1 ∼θ1
P2, then P1 ∼θ2

P2

(2) If P1 'θ1
P2, then P1 'θ2

P2 ut

Intuitively, this property will be exemplified by the following example: if two objects
cannot be distinguished by an observer following an accurate clock whose time unit is
one second, then they cannot be distinguished by another observer having an accurate
clock with the unit of one minute.

Below we present relationships between v and timed bisimilarities.

Proposition 4.10 ∀P1, P2 ∈ P, θ1 v θ2, then

(1) If P1 ∼θ1
P2, then P1 ∼θ2

P2

(2) If P1 'θ2
P2, then P1 'θ1

P2 ut
From Proposition 4.9 and 4.10, we assume θ1 ≤ θ2 and θ2 v θ3, then for any P and
Q, if P1 ∼θ1

P2 then P1 ∼θ3
P2.

The strictness of ∼θ (and 'θ) depends on clock θ. The orders of clocks are available
in specifications with respect to different time scales and precisions.

Example 4.11 We suppose two clocks θ±5% and θ±10% whose worst measurement
errors are ±5% and ±10% respectively.

θ±5%(t)
def
=

{
0 if t = 0
θ±5%(t − 1) + δ±5% if t > 0

δ±5% ∈ {95, ..100, ..105}

θ±10%(t)
def
=

{
0 if t = 0
θ±10%(t − 1) + δ±10% if t > 0

δ±10% ∈ {90, ..100, ..110}

Immediately we have θ±5% v θ±10%. Also, from Proposition 4.10, ∼θ±5%
is more strict

than ∼θ±10%
. We have for any P1 and P2, if P1 ∼θ±5%

P2, then P1 ∼θ±10%
P2. Clearly

the converse is not true. ut



Examples on Verification of Distributed Objects

For the remainder of this section we will present some examples of verification of
distributed objects by using the timed bisimilarities. We first illustrate how to equate
two objects whose temporal properties are different.

Example 4.12 Verification for Real-Time Objects
We consider two server objects as given below. The informal exposition of the objects
has already been described in Example 3.11.

ServerA
def
= req .〈0, ret .ServerA〉8

ServerB
def
= req .〈0, ret .ServerB〉9

We assume a constant clock θ(t)
def
= 6t. An observer according to θ cannot distinguish

between temporal properties of the objects, i.e. their execution times of 8 and 9 time
units, because of 1 ∈ {θ−1(8)} and 1 ∈ {θ−1(9)}. Hence, ∼θ can equate them even if
their temporal properties are different.

ServerA ∼θ ServerB c.f. ServerA 6∼ ServerB

This holds on 'θ as well as ∼θ. ut

• ∼θ (and 'θ) provides a useful method to verify real-time objects with non-
strict time constraints. For example, let ServerA be a specification of the
server object and ServerB be an implementation of the object. The above result
shows that the implementation completely satisfies the behavioral requirements
in the specification, and that the temporal differences between them is within
a permissible bound specified in terms of θ.

• Let us suppose a clock θ′ such that θ ≤ θ′. By Proposition 4.9 we can easily

prove ServerA ∼θ′ ServerB. For example, let θ̂(t)
def
= 12t then θ≤ θ̂. Hence, we

have ServerA ∼
θ̂

ServerB.

Next we show an example to illustrate how to equate distributed objects following
different clocks.

Example 4.13 Verification for Distributed Objects with Inaccurate Clocks
Let the client object be as follows:

Client
def
= req .〈ret .0,Client〉2

We assume that the program is allocated on two processors with local clocks, θ1 and
θ2, whose time unit may vary from 9 to 11 and from 10 to 12, respectively.

θ1(t)
def
=

{
0 if t = 0
θ1(t − 1) + δ1 if t > 0

θ2(t)
def
=

{
0 if t = 0
θ2(t − 1) + δ2 if t > 0

where δ1 ∈ {9, 10, 11} where δ2 ∈ {10, 11, 12}



An observer according to the following variable clock θ′(t) equates these objects.

θ′(t)
def
=

{
0 if t = 0
θ′(t − 1) + δ′ if t > 0

where δ′ ∈ {14, 15, 16}

[[Client ]]θ1
∼θ′ [[Client ]]θ2

c.f. [[Client ]]θ1
6∼ [[Client ]]θ2

This result shows that ∼θ and 'θ can equate two distributed objects even if the units
and precisions of their clocks are different. ut

We illustrate how to verify whether distributed objects can be substituted for each
other.

Example 4.14 Substitutability between Distributed Objects
Recall the two clients [[Client ]]θ1

and [[Client ]]θ2
, and clock θ′ already presented in

Example 4.13. We have:

[[Client ]]θ1
'θ′ [[Client ]]θ2

We suppose a server object being executed by a processor having the clock θ′. From
Proposition 4.6, we have:

Server
def
= req .〈0, ret .Server〉1

[[Client ]]θ1
|[[Server]]θ′ ∼θ′ [[Client ]]θ2

|[[Server]]θ′

Two pessimistically timed bisimilar objects on θ can be substitutable for each other
as long as they interact with any objects on the local clock θ. Therefore ∼θ and 'θ
provide a method to verify reusability and substitutability for distributed objects. ut

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have seen a way to formulate local time properties in distributed
computing, along with developing a formalism based on a minor temporal extension
of CCS [14]. The extension is based on the notion of local time and thus allows us to
model various local time aspects in distributed computing, such as inaccurate clocks
on local processors and timeout handling. The formalism provides a theoretical frame-
work to describe and analyze both temporal and behavioral properties of distributed
objects with temporal uncertainties and interactions among them.

Based on the notion of bisimulation [14, 19], we defined bisimulations with respect
to local time. These bisimulations can equate two objects whose functional behaviors
completely match and whose timings are different within a given bound. The bisimu-
lations are appropriate and useful to verify distributed objects and real-time objects
with non-strict time constraints.

Finally, we would like to point out some further issues. The formalism is based
on synchronous communication but in many distributed systems asynchronous com-
munication may seem more appropriate. We plan to develop a calculus based on



asynchronous communication. Particularly, we believe that the study of time proper-
ties for asynchronous communications will provide us with concepts for programming
languages for distributed systems6. We are interested in investigating timed bisimula-
tion based on observation concept which can ignore internal behavior, i.e. τ -transition.
Besides, the extension for representing local time presented in this paper is essentially
independent of DtCCS. We are interested in whether the extension can be applied to
other timed formalisms based on global time, such as other timed calculi, real-time
temporal logic, and timed Petri nets.
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